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Returning to Orlando January 16 – 19, 2022 

Announcing Continuing 2021-22 Events 
 
Orlando Area resorts have been slow in moving our negotiations along as 
all struggle to see who will be willing to travel to a non-essential meeting and even as to 
who will still be in business. Our 2020 B Resort venue says they are now hosting 
weddings up to 75 attendees (or more with restrictions) while Disney has shut down its 
Group Sales unit for reserving views at EPCOT and such. We are all waiting to see how 
the summer unfolds as to whether we can host our vibrant “CCC” Construction CPM 
Conference this coming January. But we do have “hold the date” arrangements for 
multiple scenario. Since we must bus from B (or others) we are not limited to Disney 
entertainment for Tuesday evening. While normally we are set by now in May, we now 
may consider all options. Just as you must now do with your projects.  
 
We suggest you reach out to your boss (employer or spouse) and reserve the dates 
January 14 to 19 (including a few days before for a little recreation) with the hope that we may all 
resume our CCC of the past decade. We also are holding off on Early Bird deadlines for 
Advance Registration until we see how our nation and world are recovering.  
 
Reminder of the several Association and Software Developer Events now 
being planned, posted and now open for (at least advanced) registration. Two of note: 
 AACE 2021 Virtual Conference & Expo + Boston Retreat with virtual sessions 

June 14-18 (https://web.aacei.org/conferences-events/2021-aace-international-conference-expo) with 
AACE 2021 Boston Retreat for a limited audience June 21-23. 

 2021 NetPoint + GPM Conference for May 13-14 of two days of virtual content 
(https://web.cvent.com/event/12ec1c6e-ecf7-4b93-9163-2800047021aa/summary) 

 
PMA NetPoint has been a Special Exhibitor and Sponsor of CCC 
(Construction CPM Conference) since our inception in 2011, holding several co-joined 
LIVE events before, during or after our conference in January before embarking on an 
independent event. We encourage all CCC Attendees to register and visit the PMA 
event this May, and then return to visit their booth at our next live CCC event. 
 
With so much virtual and online content being shared, we are holding back 
upon posting more at this time to static scheduled presentations, but may share 
content to be followed by “live” synchronous Zoom style Q&A with the Speaker Authors 
in the coming months. We also hope to host additional Small Zoom Breakout Sessions 
for Groups of Attendees of Similar Affinities, such as USE of a specific software product 
or feature, WORK within a specific industry, or MEMBERSHIP in a technical 
association, or even RESIDENCE in a similar geographic location (noting again all of those 

questions you are asked during our CCC Registration App.)  
 
Continuing issues with GoDaddy server migration and such have delayed our rollout of 
additional online events, but watch these newsletters for upcoming news. It appears 
our original thoughts on bringing those with similar demographics together for small 
Zoom-style face-to-face meeting are now being duplicated by others. This is yet another 
area where we may expand while still hoping to return to true F2F events. 
 
Be well – get vaccinated and yet maintain safe conducts – enjoy life. 
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